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Personal Injury
NSW Toolkit
Our exclusive Personal Injury NSW Toolkit – part of the Practical Guidance Personal Injury NSW module – helps you
prepare your personal injury matters with unprecedented speed and precision. Personal injury specialists and general
practitioners alike will benefit from significant time savings in calculating damages and reviewing medical evidence, with
confidence every step of the way.

World-leading Personal Injury NSW Calculators
Never before has the calculation of damages in personal injury matters been so effortless.

Efficient

Comprehensive

This groundbreaking and intuitive application:
• Automates the calculations necessary to determine losses under each head of damage;
• Pre-populates values based on the details of each matter and the law as at the relevant
date; and
• Determines and applies the appropriate multipliers for calculating future losses.
By editing the basic details of a matter you can update all the calculations saved against that
matter. For example, you can recalculate certain heads of damage based on a new date of
assessment with the click of a button.
Perform calculations based on legal principles, statutory maximums, thresholds, rates,
average weekly earnings, and other variables as at any point in time from 1 January 2003
onwards. The seven calculators cover the assessment of damages under the Motor Accidents
Compensation Act 1999 (NSW), Civil Liability Act 2002 (NSW) and Pt 5 of the Workers
Compensation Act 1987 (NSW).

Intuitive

Create matters, save calculations over the course of a claim, edit previously saved calculations
and export the calculations — including all workings — to Microsoft Word format.

Accurate

Have confidence in the accuracy of your calculations with tips and direction throughout
the workflow.

An intuitive and user-friendly application, which provides
users with confidence in their own calculations.
Timothy McGinley, Lawyer, Maurice Blackburn
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Watch a demo video to view
the calculators in action.

Comprehensive Medical Tools
Our medical tools describe, depict and define medical terminology in plain English and include cross-references to and
from other medical information in the Personal Injury NSW module.

Glossary of
medical terms

Presented in a single document with a quick-find index, the glossary is a straightforward
tool designed to give you fast, simple explanations of over 1300 terms found in medical reports
and clinical notes.

Clinical
abbreviations

Presented in a single, indexed document, the clinical abbreviations tool consolidates the
definitions of over 500 abbreviations and acronyms commonly found in clinical notes and other
medical records.

Medical diagrams

Effectively review and easily interpret medical information through annotated diagrams that
clearly depict anatomical structures, movements, types of fracture and other medical terms. Gain
a clearer understanding of a claimant’s injuries and disabilities.

How can I access the Personal Injury NSW Toolkit?
The Toolkit is exclusive to subscribers of the Practical Guidance Personal Injury NSW module.
Subscribe to the module and also access a broad collection of comprehensive practical content written by experts
such as Sparke Helmore and Maurice Blackburn.

Want to know more?
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Watch a range of demo videos here, or request a free trial.
Call 1800 772 772 to speak to a Relationship Manager.

